Introduction to Computing at School

Computing at School (CAS) is the most visible and active community and knowledge hub for computing teachers in the UK.

Since 2012, Computing at School has supported over 43,000 teachers, academics, and others, passionate about computing education.

CAS is part of BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT.

CAS Community Meet Ups and Discussions

The Community Meet Ups are supported by a volunteer community leader network of over 470 individuals.

CAS Working Groups

The CAS Working Groups bring together specialist knowledge and insight from across the membership to improve outcomes in specific challenge aspects.

CAS Resource Library

This virtual library includes over 4,000 teaching and learning resources created and curated by the community, with over 100,000+ downloads in the last three years.

Leadership Coaching Academy

The CAS Leadership Coaching Academy equips educators to be great advocates for computing and computer science in their schools.

Looking Ahead - CAS Priorities

- Recruit, train & retain skilled, supported & motivated community leaders & working groups
- Expand our online community and drive attendance at Communities of Practice Meet Ups
- Ensure teachers have a great experience as part of CAS
- Accelerate professional development and careers by fostering high quality 1:1 connections for mentoring and coaching
- Monitor progress, measure impact, drive improvements, and celebrate success.

Key Strengths

- A recognised & respected brand with existing computing teachers
- An active and effective group of over 470 volunteer community leaders across the UK
- A proven route to engage with computing teachers in the UK